
Locality Abstractions for Parallel andDistributed ComputingSuresh JagannathanComputer Science Research, NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence Way,Princeton, NJ 08540, suresh@research.nj.nec.comAbstract. Temporal and spatial locality are signi�cant concerns in thedesign and implementation of any realistic parallel or distributed com-puting system. Temporal locality is concerned with relations among ob-jects that share similar lifetimes and birth dates; spatial locality is con-cerned with relations among objects that share information. Exploitingtemporal locality can lead to improved memory behavior; exploiting spa-tial locality can lead to improved communication behavior. Linguistic,compiler, and runtime support for locality issues is especially importantfor unstructured symbolic computations in which lifetimes and sharingproperties of objects are not readily apparent.Language abstractions for spatial and temporal locality include mecha-nisms for grouping related threads of control, allowing programs exibil-ity to map computations onto virtual processors, reusing dynamic con-texts e�ciently, and permitting asynchronous garbage collection acrossmultiple processors. These abstractions give users and implementationsa large degree of mobility to exploit inherent locality properties foundwithin many dynamic parallel applications.We have investigated a number of these abstractions within a high-levellanguage framework and within compilers targeted for such a framework.In this paper, we discuss several of these abstractions and justify theirimportance.1 IntroductionDespite signi�cant advances in hardware construction and parallel algorithmdesign, there remain a large class of algorithms which typically perform poorlyon conventional stock multiprocessors. These problems (broadly classi�ed un-der the name symbolic programming) include combinatorial optimization, simu-lation, symbolic algebra, database searches, graph algorithms, expert systems,etc.. Symbolic programming applications exhibit characteristics not found inmore well-structured numerical algorithms: data is generated dynamically andoften have irregular shape and density, data sets typically consist of objects of



many di�erent types and structure, the communication requirements of gener-ated tasks is a rarely apparent from simple examination of the source program,and the natural unit of concurrency often is di�cult to determine statically.High-level symbolic programming languages such as Scheme[3] or ML[25]nonetheless o�er the promise of being ideal vehicles within which to expressa variety of issues related to concurrency, distribution and communication. Be-cause these languages support the liberal use of abstract data types and struc-tures, �rst-class procedures with well-de�ned encapsulation rules, and �rst-classcontinuations[13], many concerns in the design of parallel or distributed systemcan be elegantly de�ned. However, there has been little e�ort to investigate therole of these languages and their implementations within such contexts.One obvious way of integrating concurrency into a high-level symbolic languageis to use generic thread packages[4, 34] or operating system-de�ned library rou-tines. At �rst glance, such an approach appears to o�er greater extensibility andgenerality than available within a high-level language optimized for a particu-lar paradigm. E�ciency and expressivity are compromised in several signi�cantrespects, however: (1) because there is no compile-time or runtime system sensi-tive to the semantics of the concurrency abstractions being implemented, thereis little or no optimization performed on these abstractions; (2) relying on ex-ternal libraries and operating system services for concurrency management andcommunication e�ectively prohibits utilizing features of the sequential languageto implement concurrent and distributed extensions, and (3) because schedul-ing and migration policies, storage management decisions, etc., are managedexclusively by generic thread routines, building customized implementations ofdi�erent paradigms is problematic. The latter shortcoming makes this approachespecially ill-suited for implementing diverse parallel and distributed symbolicalgorithms.In this paper, we present design, compilation and implementation strategiesthat address the issue of implementing high-level parallel languages for symboliccomputing. We focus predominantly on locality issues since most symbolic appli-cations exercise communication seriously and in ways that are often di�cult toanalyze statically. We �rst describe a system geared towards high-performancetightly-coupled parallel applications. We then present a compile-time analysisframework for a higher-order language core capable of deriving information thatcan be used by optimizers sensitive to locality considerations.We classify locality considerations into two categories: temporal locality is con-cerned with relations among objects that share similar lifetimes and birth dates;spatial locality is concerned with relations among objects that share information.Exploiting temporal locality requires mechanisms which allow objects that arecreated close to another in time to live close to another in space. Exploiting spa-tial locality requires mechanisms which allow objects that live close to another inspace to be accessed close to another in time. Temporal locality is most directlyinuenced by memory organization { caches, for example, improve temporal lo-cality since caches are organized to allow short access times for newly allocated



objects. Spatial locality is most directly inuenced by communication structure{ a shared immutable data structure that is replicated, for example, does notrequire inter-processor communication in order to be referenced.In the next section, we present an overview of Sting, a high-level operating systemfor parallel computing implemented in Scheme. In Section 3, we de�ne Sting'sstorage organization model tuned for optimizing locality inherent in lightweightparallel computations. Section 4 describes virtual topologies, an abstraction thatprovides a mapping between a logical task structure and a physical interconnec-tion. Section 5 presents some benchmark results, and Section 6 presents workrelated work to the Sting design. Section 7 discusses compile-time optimizationsfor shared locations in the context of a system such as Sting's.2 Sting OverviewSting is a parallel dialect of Scheme[3] designed to serve as a high-level oper-ating system for modern symbolic parallel programming languages. A detaileddescription of its implementation is given in [19, 20, 28]; we concentrate here onfeatures explicitly designed to exploit locality.The abstract architecture of Sting (see Figure 1) is organized hierarchically as alayer of abstractions. The lowest level abstraction is a physical machine. A physi-cal machine consists of a collection of physical processors. A physical processor isa faithful abstraction of an actual computing engine. A physical machine containsas many physical processors as there are nodes in a multiprocessor environment.A virtual machine is an abstraction that is mapped onto a physical machine ora portion thereof. Virtual machines manage a single address space. They arealso responsible for mapping global objects into their local address space. Inaddition, virtual machines contain the root of a live object graph (i.e., rootenvironment) that is used to trace the set of live objects in this address space. Avirtual machine is closed over a set of virtual processors in the system. Virtualprocessors execute on physical processors.Physical machines are responsible for de�ning new address spaces, managingglobal shared objects, handling hardware device interrupts and coordinatingphysical processors. Associated with each physical processor P is a virtual pro-cessor policy manager that implements policy decisions for the virtual processorsthat execute on P .Virtual processors (VPs) are responsible for managing user-created threads, anabstraction of a separate locus of control; threads are represented as a generalizedform of one-shot continuations[13]. In addition, virtual processors also handlenon-blocking I/O and software interrupts (page faults, thread quantum expira-tion, etc.). Each virtual processor V is closed over a policy manager (TPM) that(a) schedules threads executing within V , (b) migrates threads to/from other
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Fig. 1. The Sting software architecture.



VPs, and (c) performs initial thread placement on the VPs de�ned within agiven virtual machine .Just as VPs context switch threads, a physical processor will context switchvirtual processors because of preemption, or because a VP speci�cally requestsa context switch (e.g., because of an I/O call initiated by its current thread).We discuss virtual processors in greater detail in the following sections. Threadfunctionality is implemented by a thread controller that implements the threadinterface and thread state transitions.Physical machines, physical processors, virtual machines, virtual processors andthreads are all �rst-class objects in Sting. This implies that the policy decisions ofa processor (both physical and virtual) can be customized; for example, di�erentvirtual processors (even in the same virtual machine) may be closed over di�erentpolicy managers. No performance penalty is incurred as a result of this exibility.2.1 LocalityA major goal of the Sting design was to exploit inherent locality in parallelScheme programs. Consequently, there are a number of optimizations and designfeatures in the system that are sensitive to temporal locality:1. Threads allocate private data on local heaps; thus, data with close birthdates are likely to be allocated close to one another within a thread.2. Thread control blocks (TCBs) are recycled on a per processor basis. Thus,a thread that terminates on processor P will have its TCB assigned to anew thread subsequently instantiated on P , thus improving cache and pagelocality.3. TCBs can be shared by many threads simultaneously if data dependencieswarrant. Thus, data allocated by a thread T can use the same memoryresource as data allocated by T 0 if T has a data dependency with T 0.Sting also provides mechanisms for exploiting spatial locality:1. Thread groups are �rst-class objects that encapsulate a shared heap. Datashared among threads within a given group is allocated on the shared heap;in general, inter-thread communication is mediated via access and mutationof the shared heap.2. Virtual topologies provide a means for a program's logical task structure tobe mapped onto a physical topology. A virtual topology can be thought of asa scheduler and thread placement manager parameterized over logical andconcrete algebraic structures whose elements are processors. For example,one can construct a virtual topology that maps logical trees to concretemeshes; the nodes in the tree and mesh correspond to virtual and physicalprocessors, respectively. The role of a topology is to provide a mapping thatoptimizes communication among related threads in a program's logical taskstructure with respect to an underlying physical interconnect.



3 Sting Storage ManagementStorage management decisions are undertaken at various points during the eval-uation of a thread; these decisions relate directly to temporal locality:Local Storage ManagementThreads are closed over their own local stack and heap. Thus, they are freeto garbage collect inaccessible data without having to synchronize with otherevaluating threads. Since a thread-local object O may contain references to otherobjects on shared heaps, garbage collecting O requires notifying the shared heapsinto which O has references that O is no longer a live object. When these sharedheaps garbage collect, they use such information to determine the root set usedto trace all their live objects.3.1 Thread Control BlocksThe Sting implementation defers the allocation of storage for a thread until nec-essary. In many thread packages, the act of creating a thread involves not merelysetting up the environment for the process to be forked, but also allocating andinitializing storage. This approach lowers e�ciency in two important respects:�rst, in the presence of �ne-grained parallelism, the thread controller may spendmore time creating and initializing threads than actually running them. Second,since stacks and process control blocks are immediately allocated upon threadcreation, context switches among threads often cannot take advantage of cacheand page locality.Page locality in thread create operations is obviously important. Consider avirtual processor P executing thread T1. Suppose T1 spawns a new thread T2.Under a fully eager thread creation strategy, storage for T2 will be allocated froma new TCB. T2's heap and stack will be mapped to a new set of physical pagesin P 's virtual machine. Thus, assume T2 runs on P only after T1 completes (e.g.,because there is no other free processor available or because T1 is strict in thevalue yielded by applying T2's thunk). Setting up T2 now involves a fairly costlycontext switch. The working set valid when T1 was executing is now possiblyinvalid; in particular, the contents of the data and instruction cache containingT1's physical pages will probably need to be ushed when T2 starts executing.Thread control blocks are recyclable resources that are managed by virtual pro-cessors. A dynamic context (i.e., thread control block) is allocated for a threadonly when the thread begins evaluation. A thread control block consists of stacksand heaps plus a small amount of bookkeeping information used to record thestatus of the evaluating thread.



Thread control blocks are allocated from a pool local to each VP. This pool isorganized as a LIFO queue. When a thread terminates, its TCB is recycled onthe TCB pool of the VP on which it was executing; the LIFO organization of thispool guarantees that this TCB will be allocated to the next thread chosen forexecution on this VP. Since it is likely that the most recently used pieces of theTCB will be available in the physical processor's working set, temporal localitybetween newly terminated threads and newly created ones can be exploited.Sting incorporates one further optimization on this basic theme: if a thread Tterminates on VP V , and V is next scheduled to begin evaluation of a newthread (i.e., a thread that is not yet associated with a dynamic context), T 'sTCB is immediately allocated to the new thread; no pool management costs areincurred in this case.Besides local VP pools, VPs share access to a global TCB pool. Every local VPpool maintains an overow and underow threshold. When a pool overows, itsVP moves half the TCBs in the pool to the global pool; when the pool underows,a certain number of TCBs are moved from the global pool to the VP-localone. Global pools serve two purpose: (1) they minimize the impact of programbehavior on TCB allocation and reuse, and (2) they ensure a fair distribution ofTCBs to all virtual processors. Since new new TCBs are created only if both theglobal and the VP local pool are empty, the number of TCBs actually createdduring the evaluation of a Sting program is determined collectively by all VPs.3.2 Dynamic Storage ManagementThe distinction between threads that are scheduled and those that are evaluatingis used in Sting to optimize the implementation of non-strict structures such asfutures[12]; it is also used to throttle the unfolding of the process call tree in �ne-grained parallel programs. In a naive implementation, a process that accesses afuture (or which initiates a new process whose value it requires) blocks until thefuture becomes determined (or the newly instantiated process yields a value).This behavior is sub-optimal for the reasons described above { temporal localityis compromised, bookkeeping information for context switching increases, andprocessor utilization is not increased since the original process must block untilthe new process completes.Sting implements the following optimization: a thunk t associated with a threadT that is in a scheduled or delayed state is applied using the dynamic context of athread S if S demands T 's value1. The semantics of future/touch (or any similarproducer/consumer protocol) is not violated. The rationale is straightforward:since T has not been allocated storage and has no dynamic state informationassociated with it, t can be treated as an ordinary procedure and evaluated usingthe TCB already allocated for S. In e�ect, S and T share the same dynamicstorage. T 's state is set to absorbed as a consequence. A thread is absorbed if itsthunk executes using the TCB associated with another running thread.1 Scheduled and delayed threads do not have an associated TCB.



Thus, a thread can run the code associated with another unevaluated threadwhose value it requires using its own dynamic context { no TCB is allocated inthis case and the accessing thread does not block. A consumer blocks only whenthe producer has already started evaluating. The producer is already associatedwith a TCB in this case, and no opportunity for absorption presents itself.3.3 Thread GroupsSting allows threads to be organized in ways that improve spatial locality. Inparticular, threads that share information among one another can be organizedlogically into groups. There are two kinds of groups supported in the system.Thread groups de�ne a locus that programmers can use to clump related threads;such groups permit e�cient sharing of data, but have no implications for threadplacement or migration. A more elaborate group structure can be constructedusing virtual topologies. Topologies are implicitly associated with a thread place-ment and scheduling discipline.Sting provides thread groups as a means of gaining control over a related collec-tion of threads[23]. A thread group is created by a call to fork-thread-group ;this operation creates a new group and a new thread that becomes the rootthread of that group. A child thread shares the same group as its parent un-less it explicitly creates a new group. A thread group is includes a shared heapaccessible to all its members. When a thread group terminates via the call,(thread-group-terminate group),all live threads in the group are terminated and its shared heap is garbagecollected.A thread group also contains debugging and thread operations that may be ap-plied en masse to all of its members. Thread groups provide operations analogousto ordinary thread operations (e.g., termination, suspension, etc.) as well as op-erations for debugging and monitoring (e.g., listing all threads in a given group,listing all groups, pro�ling, genealogy information, etc.) Thus, when thread T isterminated, users can request all of T 's children (which are de�ned to be part ofT 's group to be terminated) thus:(thread-group-terminate (thread.group T ))Thread groups are an important tool for controlling sharing in a hierarchicalmemory architecture. Since objects shared by members in a group are containedin the group's shared heap, they are physically close to one another in virtualmemory, and thus better spatial locality can be realized. Threads groups canalso be used as a locus for scheduling. For example, a thread policy managermight implement a scheduling policy in which no thread in a group is allowedto run unless all threads in the group are allowed to run; this scheduling regimeis similar to a \gang scheduling"[7] protocol.



4 Virtual TopologiesSting programs can be parameterized over a virtual topology. A virtual topologyde�nes a relation over a collection of Sting virtual processors; processor topolo-gies con�gured as trees, graphs, hypercubes, and meshes are some well-knownexamples[31]. A virtual topology need not have any correlation with a physi-cal one; it is intended to capture the interconnection structure best suited fora given algorithm. We consider a virtual processor to be an abstraction thatde�nes scheduling, migration and load-balancing policies for the threads it exe-cutes. Thus, virtual topologies are intended to provide a simple and expressivehigh-level framework for de�ning complex thread/processor mappings that ab-stracts low-level details of a physical interconnection.E�cient construction of virtual topologies and processor mappings lead to sev-eral important bene�ts; among the most important is improved communicationand data locality:1. Improved Data Locality: If a collection of threads share common data, we canconstruct a topology that maps the virtual processors on which these threadsexecute to the same physical processor. Virtual processors are multiplexedon physical processors in the same way threads are multiplexed on virtualprocessors.2. Improved Communication Locality: If a collection of threads have signi�cantcommunication requirements, we can construct a topology that maps threadswhich communicate with one another onto virtual processors close togetherin the virtual topology.4.1 An ExampleTo help motivate the utility of virtual topologies, consider the program fragmentshown in Figure 2.D&C de�nes a parallel divide-and-conquer abstraction; when given a merge pro-cedure M , and a list of data streams as its arguments, it constructs a binarytree that uses M to merge pairs of streams. Each pair of leaves in the tree arestreams connected to a merge node that combines their contents and outputsthe results onto a separate output stream. The root of the tree and all internalnodes are implemented as separate threads.There is signi�cant spatial locality in this program since data generated by childstreams are accessed exclusively by their parents. Load-balancing is also an im-portant consideration. We would like to avoid mapping internal nodes at thesame depth to the same processor whenever possible since these nodes operateover distinct portions of the tree and have no data dependencies with one an-other. For example, a merge node N with children C1 and C2 ideally should bemapped onto a processor close to both C1 and C2, and should be mapped ontoa processor distinct from any of its siblings.



(define (D&C merge streams)(let loop ((streams streams)) ;; iteration(future(let ((output-stream (make-stream)))(cond ((null? (cddr streams)) ;; even number of streams(merge (car streams) (cadr streams) output-stream))(else (let ((left (left-half streams))(right (right-half streams))merge results onto output stream(merge (loop left)(loop right)output-stream))))))))Fig. 2. A divide-and-conquer parallel program parameterized over a merge procedure.4.2 A Topology AbstractionTo address the issues highlighted in the previous section, we de�ne a high-levelabstraction that allows programmers to specify how threads should be mappedonto a virtual topology corresponding to a logical process graph. In general, weexpect programmers to use a library of topologies that are provided as part of athread system; each topology in this library de�nes procedures for constructingand accessing its elements. The cognitive cost of using topologies is thus minimalfor those topologies present in the topology library.However, because virtual processors are �rst-class objects, building new topolo-gies is not cumbersome. Programmers requiring topologies not available in thelibrary can construct their own using the abstractions described in the next sec-tion. For example, a tree is an obvious candidate for the desired thread/processormap in the example shown in Figure 2. A tree, however, may not correspond tothe physical topology of the system; virtual topologies provide a mechanism forbridging the gap between the algorithmic structure of an application and thephysical structure of the machine on which it is to run. Mapping a tree ontoa physical topology such as a bus or hypercube is de�ned by a topology thatrelates virtual processors to physical ones.4.3 Virtual ProcessorsIn instances where a desired virtual topology is not available, programmers canbuild their own using operations over virtual and physical processors:{ (make-vp pp) returns a new virtual processor mapped onto physical proces-sor pp.



{ (current-vp) returns the virtual processor on which this operation is evalu-ated.{ (vp->address vp) returns the address of vp in the topology of which it is apart.{ (set-vp->address vp addr) sets vp's address in a virtual topology to be addr.{ (vp->pp vp) returns the physical processor on which vp is currently execut-ing.Note that running a new VP is tantamount to shifting the locus of control to anew node in a virtual topology.4.4 Physical ProcessorsThe second abstraction necessary to construct topologies are physical processors.Operations analogous to those available on virtual processors exist for physicalones.A set of physical processors along with a speci�c physical topology form a phys-ical machine. Each physical machine provides a set of topology dependent prim-itive functions to access physical processors. For example, a machine with a ringtopology may provide: (a) (current-pp) which returns the physical physical pro-cessor on which this operation executes; (b) (pp->address pp) that returns theaddress in the physical topology to which pp is associated; (c) (move-left i)which returns the pp i steps to the left of (current-pp) ; and, (d) (move-righti) which behaves analogously.A topology object de�nes procedures for navigating on a particular topology,but we also require a mapping that translates addresses of virtual processorsin a given virtual topology to addresses in the current physical topology. Givenprocedures for accessing virtual and physical processors, such mappings can beexpressed using well-known techniques [11].4.5 Example RevisitedWe use topologies in parallel programs by allowing virtual processors to be pro-vided as explicit arguments to thread creation operators. Consider the mergestream example shown in Figure 2. Using topologies, this program fragmentcould be rewritten as shown in Figure new-merge-streams.The changes to the code from the original are slight, but lead to potentially signif-icant gains in e�ciency and expressivity. In fact, the only modi�cation (outsideof the structure of the outer loop which now binds a virtual processor to theroot of a topology tree) is in the interface to future . Each application of futurenow takes a virtual processor as its argument that speci�es where the thread



(define (D&C merge streams)(let loop ((streams streams) ;; letrec(root (make-static-tree-topology (log (length streams)))))(future(let ((output-stream (make-stream)))(cond ((null? (cddr streams))(merge (car streams) (cadr streams) output-stream))(else (let ((left (left-half streams))(right (right-half streams)))merge results onto output stream(merge (loop left (left-child))(loop right (right-child))output-stream)))))(tree-node-vp root)))))Fig. 3. A divide-and-conquer procedure using virtual topologies.created by the future should evaluate on the virtual topology; tree-node-vp re-turns the VP associated with the tree node passed as its argument. Left-childand right-child return the left and right child in the virtual topology createdby tree .4.6 Built-in Topologies And Their Interface FunctionsWe have constructed a number of topologies that reside as part of the Stingenvironment; some of these topologies along with their interfaces are enumeratedin Fig. refbuilt-in.5 Sting BenchmarksThe benchmarks shown in this section were implemented on an eight processorSilicon Graphics 75MHz MIPS-R3000 shared memory machine. The machinecontains 256 MBytes of main memory and a one Mbyte uni�ed secondary cache;each processor has a 64Kbyte data and a 64Kbyte instruction primary cache.Fig. 5 gives baseline �gures for various thread operations; these timings werederived using a single global FIFO queue.Figure 6 gives some baseline costs for creating and managing virtual processors:\Creating a VP" is the cost of creating, initializing, and adding a new virtual toa virtual machine; note that it is roughly the cost of creating a thread on a treeor vector processor topology. \Fork/Tree" is the cost of creating a thread on astatic tree topology; \Fork/Vector" is the cost of creating a thread on a vector



Topology Interface ProceduresArray (make-array-topology dimensions)(get-node dim1 dim2 : : : dimn)(move-up-in-nth-dimension)(move-down-in-nth-dimension)Ring (make-ring-topology size)(get-vp n)(move-right n)(move-left n)Static Tree (make-static-tree-topology depth)Dynamic Tree (make-dynamic-tree-topology depth)(get-root)(left-child)(right-child)Buttery (make-butterfly-topology levels)(move-straight-left)(move-straight-right)(move-cross-left)(move-cross-right)Fig. 4. Some built-in topologies.Case Timings(in �seconds)Thread Creation 40Thread Fork and Value 86.9Thread Enqueue/Dequeue 14.5Synchronous Context Switch 12.8Thread Block and Resume 27.9Fig. 5. Baseline timings.Operation Times (�-seconds)Creating a VP 31Adding a VP to a VM 5.4Fork/Tree 25Fork/Vector 20VP Context Switch 68Dynamic Tree 207Fig. 6. Baseline times for managing virtual processors and threads.



topology. \Adding a VP to a VM" is the cost of updating a virtual machine'sstate with a new virtual processor. \VP Context Switch" is the cost of context-switching two virtual processors on the same physical processor; it also includesthe cost of starting up a thread on the processor. \Dynamic Tree" is the cost ofadding a new VP to a tree topology.Fig. 7 shows benchmark times for four applications (solid lines indicate actualwallclock times; dashed lines indicate ideal performance relative to single pro-cessor times): Benchmark Processors1 2 4 8Alpha-Beta 108 57.6 31.9 16.7N-Body 751 363 251 137MST 81.8 43.5 24.3 13.7Primes 219.5 112.6 58.1 34.1Fig. 7. Wallclock times on benchmark suite.1. Primes: This program computes the �rst million primes. It uses a master-slave algorithm; each slave computes all primes within a given range.2. Minimum Spanning Tree: This program implements a geometric mini-mum spanning tree algorithm using a version of Prim's algorithm. The inputdata is a fully connected graph of 5000 points with edge lengths determinedby Euclidean distance. The input space is divided among a �xed numberof threads. To achieve better load balance, each node not in the tree doesa parallel sort to �nd its minimum distance among all nodes in the tree.Although 46,766 threads are created with this input, only 16 TCBs are ac-tually generated. This is again due to Sting's aggressive treatment of storagelocality, reuse and context sharing.3. Alpha-Beta: This program de�nes a parallel implementation of a gametree traversal algorithm. The program does �=� pruning[8, 14] on this treeto minimize the amount of search performed. The program creates a �xednumber of threads; each of these threads communicate their �=� values viadistributed data structures. The input used consisted of a tree of depth 10with fanout 8; the depth cuto� for communicating � and � values was 3.To make the program realistic, we introduced a 90% skew in the input thatfavored �nding the best node along the leftmost branch in the tree.4. N-body: This program simulates the evolution of a system of bodies underthe inuence of gravitational forces. Each body is modeled as a point massand exerts forces on all other bodies in the system. The simulation proceedsover time-steps, each step computing the net force on every body and therebyupdating that body's position and other attributes. This benchmark ran thesimulation on 5000 bodies over six time-steps.



Speedup and e�ciency ratios for these problems are shown in Fig. 8.Benchmark Speedup E�ciencyPrimes 6.4 81MST 5.9 75N-Body 5.5 69Alpha-Beta 6.5 81Fig. 8. E�ciency and speedup rations on 8 processors.We consider two application points to highlight the potential impact of virtualtopologies in exploiting spatial locality (see Figure 9); in one of the applications(quicksort), topology mapping also had a bene�cial impact on temporal locality,illustrating that spatial and temporal locality are notmutually distinct attributesof an application.1. Quicksort sorts a vector of 218 integers using a parallel divide-and-conquerstrategy. We use a tree topology that dynamically allocates virtual proces-sors; the maximum depth of the topology tree in this problem was 6; callsto left-child and right-child result in the creation of new virtual proces-sors if required. The virtual to physical topology mapping chooses one childat random to be mapped onto the same physical processor as its parent inthe virtual topology. Internal threads in the process tree generated by thisprogram yield as their value a sorted sub-list; because of the topology map-ping used, more opportunities for thread absorption [19], or task stealing [26]present themselves relative to an implementation that performs round-robinor random allocation of threads to processors. This is because at least onechild thread is allocated on the same virtual processor as its parent; sincethe child will not execute before the parent unless migrated to another VP, itwill be a strong target for dynamic inlining or thread absorption. The impactof improved temporal locality is evident in the times { on eight processors,the mapped version was roughly 1.4 times faster than the unmapped one;roughly 14% more threads were absorbed in the topology mapped versionthan in the unmapped case (201 threads absorbed vs. 171 absorbed with atotal number of 239 threads created).2. Hamming computes the extended hamming numbers up to 100000 for the�rst 16 primes. The extended hamming problem is de�ned thus: given a�nite sequence of primes A, B, C, D, : : : and an integer n as input, outputin increasing magnitude without duplication all integers less than or equalto n of the form (Ai)� (Bj)� (Ck)� (Dl)� : : :



This problem is structured in terms of a tree of mutually recursive threadsthat communicate via streams. The program example shown in Figure 2 cap-tures the basic structure of this problem. There is a signi�cant amount ofcommunication or spatial locality exhibited by this program. A useful virtualtopology for this example would be a static tree of depth equivalent to thedepth of the process tree. By mapping siblings in the tree to di�erent vir-tual processors, and selected children to the same processor as their parent,we can e�ectively exploit communication patterns evident in the algorithm.On eight processors, the implementation using topologies outperformed anunmapped round-robin scheduling policy by over a factor of six.O�hand, it might appear that the bene�ts of virtual topologies would be nominalon a physical shared-memory machine since the cost of inter-processor commu-nication is e�ectively the cost of accessing shared memory. However, even in thisenvironment, virtual topologies can be used pro�tably. Spatial and temporal lo-cality e�ects easily observable on a distributed memory system are modeled ona shared-memory machine in terms of memory locality. For example, programscan exhibit better spatial locality if communicating threads (or threads withmanifest data dependencies) are mapped onto the same processor when possi-ble, provided that such mappings will not lead to poor processor utilization.A system that supports fast creation and e�cient management of threads andvirtual processors would thus bene�t from using virtual topologies regardless ofthe underlying physical topology.Benchmark Processors1 2 4 8Hamming 143.5 108.3 46 15.3140.4 118.24 100 96.5Quicksort 8.57 4.51 2.45 1.78.49 4.95 3.16 2.51Fig. 9. Wallclock times for two benchmarks. A static tree topology of depth 5 wasused for Hamming; a dynamic tree of depth 6 was used for Quicksort. The �rst rowfor each benchmark indicates processor times when virtual topologies were used; thesecond row indicates times using a default round-robin scheduler with no topologyinformation.6 Related WorkBesides providing an e�cient multi-threaded programming system similar toother lightweight thread systems[4, 5, 24], Sting's liberal use of procedural andcontrol abstractions provide added exibility and important e�ciency gains



through improved temporal locality. Advanced memory management techniquesare facilitated as a consequence of this design; TCB reuse, thread absorption,per-thread garabage collection all contributed to increased locality bene�ts. Stingis built on an abstract machine intended to support long-lived applications, per-sistent objects, and multiple address spaces. Thread packages provide none ofthis functionality since (by de�nition) they do not de�ne a complete programenvironment.Concurrent dialects of high-level languages such as Scheme [17, 23], ML [27, 29],or Concurrent Prolog [2, 32] typically encapsulate all scheduling, load-balancingand thread management decisions as part of a runtime kernel implementation;programmers have little control in exploiting locality and communication prop-erties manifest in their applications. Consequently, such properties must often beinferred by a runtime system, since they cannot be speci�ed by the programmereven when readily apparent. In contrast, Sting's virtual topology abstraction giveprogrammers greater exibilty to optimize programs based on the application'slogical task structure.Concurrent computing environments such as PVM [33] permit the constructionof a type of virtual machine; such machines, however, consist of heavyweightUnix tasks that communicate exclusively via message-passing. In general, it isexpected that there will be as many tasks in a PVM virtual machine as availableprocessors in the ensemble.Our work on virtual topologies is closely related to para-functional program-ming [15]. Para-functional languages extend implicitly parallel, lazy languagessuch as Haskell [16] with two annotations: scheduling expressions that provideuser-control on evaluation order of expressions that would otherwise be evaluatedlazily, and mapping expressions that permit programmers to map expressionsonto distinct virtual processors.While the goals of para-functional programming share much in common withours, there are numerous di�erences in the technical development. First, wesubsume the need for scheduling expressions by allowing programmers to cre-ate lightweight threads wherever concurrency is desired; thus, our program-ming model assumes explicit parallelism. Second, because VPs are closed overtheir own scheduling policy manager and thread queues, threads with di�erentscheduling requirements can be mapped onto VPs that satisfy these require-ments; in contrast, virtual processors in the para-functional model are simplyintegers. Third, there is no distinction between virtual and physical processorsin a para-functional language; thus virtual to physical processor mappings can-not be expressed. Finally, para-functional languages, to our knowledge, have notbeen the focus of any implementation e�ort; by itself, the abstract model pro-vides no insight into the e�ciency impact of a given virtual topology in termsof increased data and communication locality, etc..Finally, there has been much work in realizing improved temporal and spatiallocality by sophisticated compile-time analysis [30, 36] or by explicit data distri-bution annotations [1]; the focus of these e�orts has been on developing compiler



optimizations for implicitly parallel languages. Outside of the fact that we as-sume explicit parallelism, our work is distinguished from these e�orts insofar asvirtual topologies require annotations on threads, not on the data used by them.7 Static Analysis of Locality PropertiesDespite various runtime optimizations to support locality, it is clear that withoutsophisticated compile-time support, parallel symbolic computing systems will betoo ine�cient to work well on large, realistic problems. To address this issue, wehave investigated compile-time analysis techniques for parallel languages well-suited to run in an environment of the kind provided by Sting.In this section, we informally introduce an analysis of a parallel language inwhich tasks communicate via �rst-class mutable shared locations. Details on theimplementation and underlying theory of the analysis can be found in [21, 35].7.1 The LanguageConsider a simple language that could form the basis of a Scheme or SML[25]core. The language has constants, variables, functions, primitive applications,call-by-value function applications, conditionals, recursive function de�nitions,and a process creation operation. The primitives include operations for creat-ing and accessing pairs and shared locations. Constants include integers andBooleans. (See Fig. 10.)Communication in this language takes place through shared locations. We thinkof shared locations as an implementation substrate on top of which higher-levelabstractions (e.g., futures[12], tuple-spaces[18], etc.) may be constructed. Sharedlocations are created using the mk-locoperator, and are initially unbound. If xis a location, both read(x) and remove(x) return the value of x, blocking if xis unbound. In addition, if x is bound, remove(x) marks x as unbound. Blockedremove and read expresions may unblock when awrite subsequently occurs onthe location of interest. The value of a write expression is the location written.The act of writing or reading a location, or removing a location's contents isatomic.To create a lightweight thread of control to evaluate e, we evaluate spawn e.Spawn returns immediately after creating a new thread; its value is true. Theenvironment in which a newly spawned thread evaluates is the same as its parentthread. Threads are completely asynchronous, and communicate exclusively viashared locations.For example, the MultiLisp [12] expression, (future e) , is equivalent to,
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let loc = (mk-loc)in beginspawnwrite(loc; e)locendand (touch v) is equivalent to,if location? (v)then read(v)else v(Note that \let" and \begin" are syntactic sugar for simple and nested appli-cation, respectively.)As another example, the following expression implements a simple fetch-and-op abstraction [10] using locations. The procedure representing this abstractionatomically returns the current contents of the cell, and stores a new value usingthe procedure argument provided.



� init: let cell = (mk-loc)in beginwrite(cell; init)� op: let val = remove(cell)in beginwrite(cell; op (val))valendend7.2 The AnalysisWith shared locations as the main synchronization vehicle, it is natural to focuson compile-time analyses targeted at tracking the movement of these locationsthrough procedures, and across independently executing threads of control. Ef-fective analysis of how and where shared locations are manipulated may lead toa number of interesting and important optimizations. We consider several in thenext section.Our approach to analyzing the behavior of shared locations is based on an ab-stract interpretation framework[6]. Operationally, abstract interpretation is con-cerned with the construction of an interpreter for a language that generatesabstract or approximate values; this is in contrast to the behavior of an exactinterpreter that generates exact values. We consider an interpretation frameworkthat is based on a labelled transition system for an operational semantics. In thiscontext, every expression is uniquely labelled.Typically, an approximate value is a �nite description of the set of (exact) valuesits generating expression may yield. Thus, one approximate value of the variablex in the following expression would be the set of (syntactic) mk-loc programpoints to whose dynamic instances x could be bound; the elements in this setcorrespond to the abstract values of the procedure's arguments:� x:read(x)Broadly speaking, we can regard an abstract interpreter as a constraint basedevaluator. The abstract state is represented as a directed graph in which nodescorrespond to expressions and edges represent the ow of data. Each node storesan abstract value which corresponds to the value of the expression at that node.Each edge can be viewed as a (subset) constraint on the abstract values storedat the nodes it connects. The evaluation of an expression can change the ab-stract value stored at a node, which in turn may violate a number of constraints(i.e., edges) emanating from that node. This may cause the evaluation of furtherexpressions, the violation of further constraints, etc. as a further complication,



because the input language contains data structures and higher-order proce-dures, edges may be added dynamically. The interpreter terminates when allconstraints are satis�ed.In the presence of asynchronously executing threads, we have a variety of choicesin choosing our approximations. For example, we might consider ignoring threadsaltogether in the abstract interpretation. In such a formulation, the value ofan abstract location might be the label (i.e., syntactic program point) fromwhich its dynamic instances are created. Such an approximation chooses not todisambiguate di�erent instances of a value based on the abstract threads whichcreate them. Alternatively, we might choose to label an abstract location withboth its syntactic program point, as well as the syntactic label of the spawnexpression from which it was created. The latter analysis is clearly more accurate,but also incurs greater cost.We have developed a framework[22] in which the accuracy and precision of suchan analysis is parameterized along several dimensions:1. Contours: A contour represents an abstraction of an activation frame or callstring. The abstract value of an expression is determined in part by thecontour within which it is evaluated. Thus, an interpretation that has onlyone contour e�ectively collapses all instances of a given (syntactic) expres-sion. Alternatively, an interpretation that treats a contour as a call-stringof length one e�ectively uses the current (syntactically apparent) applica-tion point to disambiguate the abstract values of expressions found in theprocedure being applied from other calls made to the same procedure fromdi�erent (syntactially apparent) call sites.2. Abstract binding environments: The abstract values of free variables foundin a procedure are determined via an abstract binding environment associ-ated with the procedure. Abstract binding environments map variables tocontours; given a contour, the abstract value of a variable is determined viaan abstract store. As with contours, the choice of how binding environmentsare constructed inuences the accuracy and cost of the analysis.Consider the expression, � x:� y:xThe outer lambda may be instantiated at a number of di�erent points in aprogram. However, the abstract value of x in the inner procedure depends onthe de�nition of environment extension and creation. A re�ned environmentextension function will map x in each instance of the inner procedure to itsabstract value de�ned by the appropriate application of the outer procedure.A coarse environment extension function will join all abstract values of x inall instances of the outer procedure.3. Spawn Contours: Contours help to abstract intra-thread control-ow; spawncontours help abstract inter-thread control-ow. In the presence of asyn-chronously executing threads, an abstract value is associated with a<contour, spawn contour> pair. A spawn contour, like a regular contour,



is represented as a sequence of labels, each element in the sequence corre-sponding to a spawn point.For example, an interpretation that disregards spawn contours completely isnot concerned with inter-thread control-ow. Values generated by a threadduring its evaluation will be visible to other threads even if these valuesare used locally and are not accessible via shared data structures. A spawncontour of length one will disambiguate control-ow emanating from syntac-tially di�erent occurrences of spawn expressions in a program, but will notdisambiguate di�erent instances generated from the same spawn point.4. Spawn Binding Environments: The binding environment within which athread begins execution is also a target for parameterization. One obviouschoice for the environment in which a spawned thread evaluates is the envi-ronment of its parent. However, other possibilities also exist. For example,evaluating threads in an empty environment causes control-ow informationto not cross thread boundaries; in this formulation, each thread e�ectivelybuilds and maintains its own \copy" of relevant bindings.7.3 An ExampleTo illustrate the utility of this analysis, consider the following program writtenin our kernel language. Both procedures and locations are used in higher-ordercontexts, thus making it non-trivial to understand the control-ow behavior ofthe program by mere textual examination of the source.let f = � hq; ri:if null?( q)then � ():relse spawn let z = (read(q))in : : : z : : :in spawn let x = (mk-loc)g = write(x; (cons ( let v = (mk-loc)w = (mk-loc)in write(v; � ():f( nil write(w; 0) ) ) ),nil)) )inf( car(read(g)) (mk-loc) )A simple (polynomial-time) instantiation of our interpretation framework candeduce several interesting properties of this program:1. The argument q in f is always bound to either the constant nil or a locationcreated by the mk-loc operation in the outer spawn.2. The argument r in f is always bound to a location.3. Location x is written and read only by threads created by the outer spawn.4. The contents of x is a cons cell created by the cons operation in the outerspawn.



5. The contents of location v is the procedure,� ():f( nil write(y; 0) )6. The car of g is always bound to an instance of a location created by theinner mk-loc in the outer spawn, i.e., the mk-loc operation bound to v.7. Location v is written in the outer spawn, but only read in the inner one,i.e., the spawn found in f .8. The value of themk-loc argument to the outer application of f is unbound.9. The result of f is a procedure precisely when x is nil.Based on such information, we can apply a number of important optimizationsand heuristics related to locking, synchronization, type checks, and locality man-agement:1. No locks need to to be allocated for the location bound to f 's second argu-ment in f 's outermost call.2. Since all instances of the location bound to x are written and read by threadscreated by the outer spawn, a separate heap for x accessed exclusively bythese threads can be created.3. Since locations are never removed once written, no locks need to be acquiredby readers when accessing a non-empty location.4. The types of the contents of all locations are known, thus obviating the needto introduce runtime type checks when applying a strict operation (such ascar) on a location's contents.5. Since threads created by the inner spawn (de�ned in f) read locationscreated by the outer spawn, instances of these threads can be allocatedclose to another in a topology since share an explicit data dependency vialocation v.Applying such an analysis may lead to signi�cantly improved performance es-pecially for programs that use higher-order procedures, or in which inter-threadcontrol ow is non-trivial. Many parallel symbolic algorithms would likely besigni�ciantly more e�cient if they were the subject of such analyses.E�ective analysis of shared locations directly leads to improved locality. Bothtemporal and spatial locality are improved because tasks that never share loca-tions need not be placed close to one another, or share common storage. Tasksthat do are likely to exhibit improved performance if they reside close to an-other in a virtual topology, or if locations they share reside in a separate heapaccessible only to these tasks.Besides the optimizations listed above, one can imagine other optimizations moreclosely allied with a particular program methodology or abstraction. For exam-ple, touch elimination[9] is a potentially important optimization in programs thatuse futures exclusively for synchronization and task creation. In the absence of
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